
For those of you who want to know more about our Tom Horn 
category-

 It is not a SASS recognized category. Tom Horn is our very own category that we have 
been shooting on this range for a long time. It’s not for everyone, but those who 
participate seem to have a ball. It was originally a BLACK POWDER category, but over 
time we’ve let those with that new fangled powder join us. Tom Horn requires you to use 
a rifle caliber lever or single shot rifle on the available big bore targets. The rest of the 
rules and requirements are listed below.   The single shots use fewer rounds then the 
repeaters.  This is a work in progress and will go through some growing pains. If you 
have any questions or input fell free to contact Jasper Agate

1) May be shot with BP or any SASS approved substitute OR that heathen 
smokeless
2) Any main match pistols 40 caliber or larger
3) Pistols may be shot in any SASS legal style
4) Any SASS legal shotgun, the bigger the better
5) Shooter must engage big bore targets when available. The Big Bore
 Targets are clearly marked in the stage descriptions
6) You must use a sass recognized rifle caliber repeater or rifle caliber single shot  
as described in the shooters handbook under long range or precision rifle.
7) Not all stages will have big bore on them, be prepared to use your pistol caliber 
rifle 40 caliber or larger.  Only2/3’s of our bays are safe for big bore

We recognize the fact that Murphy is in charge and stuff happens, if you are unable to 
engage all the big bore as required and have to revert to your pistol caliber rifle your 
contention for awards will be in jeopardy, but blaze away and have a great time!
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